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1 
1 SCOPE OF THESIS 
We present a new method for partitioning large data into a set of many small classifi­
cations in Section 3.3 and 3.4. By starting clustering from this partitioned data instead 
of the usual set of singleton clusters, we can obtain the faster cluster result without 
much loss of accuracy, which relieves the speed problem of complicated hierarchical 
agglomerative clustering methods such as hierarchical model-based clustering. 
We introduce our new multivajiate visualization software in JAVA(ViVA) in Chapter 
2. This is the first J AVA software that performs grand tour, constructs minimal spanning 
tree(MST) of data and shows the cluster sepeirations of MST edges with linked brushing 
between grand tour window and MST edge weight graph window. 
A new projection pursuit algorithm which searches the projection maximizing Holes 
index value both globally and locally is suggested in Section 4.4 along with possible 
criteria for deciding best projection dimension. The random search is used in this algo­
rithm in order to avoid the problem of confronting too many local optima in gradient 
based search methods. 
2 
2 INTRODUCTION 
Exploratory data analysis involves probing data for unknown structures eind seajch-
ing for trends as well as anomalies. It may involve using prior knowledge or preconceived 
models in the exploration process, but it also facilitates finding the unexpected. It re­
veals the structures in data through the zmalysis process. Exploratory data analysis is for 
describing the given data, rather than estimating the properties of assumed population 
or predicting future observations. It is more interested in grasping and understanding 
the data first than confirming the significajice of findings (Tukey and Tukey, 1981; Gly-
mour et al, 1997). Thus, the findings of exploratory data analysis have meanings when 
they caji show "what the data seems to be"(Tukey and Tukey, 1981), even though they 
have not been tested against any alternatives. 
Cluster analysis is a common exploratory multivariate data analysis method which 
groups siniilar objects together(Hartigan, 1975). Its aim is to group the given data, not 
to give inferences about any objects not in the data. It is data-driven. In most cluster 
analysis problems, we don't have any prior knowledge or assumptions about clusters in 
the data. 
The rapid growth of data size in cases and dimensions leads cluster ansdysis to 
receive more attention. Large data sets first ask if they can be grouped into more 
homogeneous groups before we generate models and test their appropriateness for each 
groups. Also the developments of new dynamic and interactive visualization tools are 
giving us more indications of inhomogeneity in data which might have been unnoticed 
with other graphical methods cind leading us to group the data into more homogeneous 
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clusters. 
Visualization of data plays an important role in cluster analysis. It not only iadicates 
the existence of clusters and leads to clustering, also often does the cluster analysis 
interactively. 
In this thesis, we will introduce our multivariate visualization software which is de­
signed for visualizing the cluster structures in data by providing grand tour, minimal 
spanning tree in grand tour and results of data partitioning. Gramd tour is a dynamic 
visualization method for multivariate data which shows a continuous sequence of lower 
dimensional projections and enables us to detect structures of the data in the original 
high-dimensioDcJ space better by giving the context between projections. Minimal span­
ning tree(MST) is a widely used tool for structure findings in pattern recognition field. 
The MST connects all the data points with minimum sum of edge weights. By looking at 
the changing context of points connected with MST edges in grand tour, the projection 
views with complex structures and many data points will become e^ier to decipher. 
Also this program offers the graph of MST edge weights and linked brushing/peeling. 
It is written in JAVA so that it can be run broadly across platforms and uses the strong 
graphics classes of JAVA. 
The time and memory requirements for clustering are often problems especially for 
Icirge data sets. This is more serious with hierarchical agglomerative methods where 
the speed is more than quadratic in the number of cases. Posse(1998) suggests to 
initially partition the data with a minimal spanning tree eind to start the hierarchical 
agglomeration from the pjirtition classification, rather than from the usual singleton 
clusters. His partitioning consists of two steps : peeling the longest minimal spanning 
tree(MST) edges to delete outliers cind disconnect well-separated clusters, and pruning 
the surviving fragments into smaller pcurtitions. Some problems arise with his peeling zuad 
pruning processes. Peeling, which is solely based on the global properties of MST edges 
such as edge weight distribution, may fail to separate locally well-separated clusters. Also 
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we have found from simulation studies that the convergence to asymptotic distribution 
of MST edge weights from one standard Gaussian distribution (Penrose, 1998) where 
Posse compares the edge weight distribution of data, is too slow to be compared. Thirdly, 
his algorithm for traversing MST edges in the pruning step may produce the partitions 
which assign distant points together while assigning closer points to different partitions. 
The reason for this is because his algorithm considers only one MST edge for each node 
while it is possible for one node to be connected to many other nodes in MST. This is 
a more serious problem than that of peeling stage, because points assigned to the same 
partition inappropriately will not have a chance to be regrouped in real cluster analysis. 
In this thesis we will present different peeling and pruning zdgorithms(Chapter 4). 
The peeling algorithm we suggest compares the weight of each edge in MST to its 
neighborhood by adopting Zahn's(1975) strategies for structure finding. This not only 
helps to sepcirate loczil small clusters, but enables us to assign the points in one large 
cluster with low density into same pjirtition. Our pruning algorithm successfully keeps 
unrelated points from being partitioned together. The arrays from data required for 
running this algorithm are defined, and their construction algorithms are also presented. 
In many cases of high-dimensional data, clusters exist only in lower dimensional 
subspace of originai dimension. The reduction of data dimension enables us to detect 
clusters better by eliminating the influence of nuisance variables. Typically principal 
component analysis is used for dimension reduction, but this method can seriously de­
stroy cluster structures in the process. We use projection pursuit of cluster for reducing 
dimension, by looking for the linear projections that are the most revealing of the cluster 
structure of data in the original dimension. Projection pursuit involves optimization. 
The traditional search algorithms for best projections, based on gradient of projection 
index (Jones and Sibson, 1987), have too many loccil optimum projections. Posse(1995) 
developed the algorithm for producing one global optimum projection which combines 
global eind local search. His algorithm was devised for only 2-dimensional projection. 
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In Chapter 5, we present new projection index optimization algorithm which combines 
global and local approaches in its search process. It adopts the algorithm of Posse cind 
generalizes it to any dimensioned projections. 
2.1 Cluster Analysis 
Cluster analysis groups the observations into some clusters so that observations 
within clusters are more similar to each other than to the observations in different 
clusters. It reduces the overwhelming mass of data to a manageable number of dis­
crete categories and help in making new hypotheses about the structure in data(Eckes, 
1986). The similarity or dissimilarity should be defined before performing clustering al­
gorithms. Clustering differs from classification in that classification uses the knowledge 
of real group assignments of any data sets to cleissify different data into the clusters 
which were found from previous data with known groups, but the user doesn't have 
separate data with known cluster assignments in cluster analysis. In this respect cluster 
analysis is also referred to 2is unsupervised classification. Methods of cluster analysis are 
divided into non-hierarchical and hierarchical ones. Non-hierarchical methods provide 
single pzurtition of data as the final Einswer for usually pre-defined number of clusters. 
Hierarchical methods produce partitions for every possible number of clusters, that is, 
from one to as meiny as data size, because it proceeds by either a series of agglomera­
tions or a series of divisions (Johnson and Wichem(1988)). The layout of clusters and 
the observations belonged to each clusters are decided when the user cuts the resulted 
dendogr2im at specific number of clusters. Thus the problem of deciding(or finding) the 
right nimiber of clusters exists in both non-hierarchical and hierarchical methods. 
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2.1.1 Non-hierarchical Cluster Analysis 
Non-hierarchical cluster analysis methods are more iterative than hierarchical. The 
number of clusters, K, is usually specified in advance. Non-hieraxchical methods start 
from either initial pajtitions of objects into K groups or an initial set of K seed points 
consisting the nuclei of clusters. K-means, K-medoid and their varieties are typical 
and mostly-used non-hierajchical methods. K-metins method is to start with assuming 
K initial seeds which represent K clusters and cissign each case to the cluster with 
minimum distance between its seed and the case. After each assignment, the cluster 
seed is updated aa the new mean of the cluster, and this process is repeated until the 
cluster cissignments don't change any more. K-medoid method also relocates cases to 
the nearest clusters. But it chooses "seeds" from the data itself, and the updated seeds 
are not newly computed means but newly chosen cases which minimize the distances 
between them and the cases in the clusters. Non-hierarchical clustering method using 
neural network(NN) regcirds data attributes and fined cluster assignments as the nodes in 
input layer and output layer respectively(Balakrishnan et al, 1994). But NN clustering 
methods with supervised learning rules, in which separate training data with known 
correct classification of each cases in the data cire needed to "leam" the rules, should 
be excluded in terms of our definition of clustering analysis. Unsupervised leauning NN 
clustering method is trained using the data attributes themselves. In these methods, 
the weight vectors are updated through iterations starting from reindom initial weights 
and final weight vectors eire used to cltissify data. The iterations to get reliable weight 
vectors are usually mode thzm 1000-2000 times. The amount of time eind memory even 
for medium-sized(by the definition of Huber, 1994) data would be tremendous. Also, 
the performance of unsupervised NN clustering with Kohonen learning rule, which is 
the unsupervised learning method used most frequently(BalaJcrishnan et al, 1994), is 
poor compared to K-means method. Because of this it requires other learning rules in 
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unsupervised NN clustering to be used in general clustering applications. 
2.1.2 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis 
Hierarchical methods are either agglomerative or divisive. In agglomerative methods, 
the first stage starts with the singleton clusters cis miiny as the data size. The pair of 
clusters which optimizes some criterion are agglomerated at each stage corresponding to 
each number of clusters. Except model-based methods, most of hiereirchical clustering 
methods use the criteria for optimization as between clusters distance(single linkage, av­
erage linkage,- • •) or sum of squares (Ward method)(Fraley and Raftery, 1998). On the 
other hand, model based clustering method agglomerates two clusters which maximize 
the estimated likelihood after agglomeration. This is based on the Bayesian assumption 
that true classifications are parameters to be estimated and these parameters can be 
estimated by maximizing the posterior probability given the data over all possible clas­
sifications. Banfield and Raftery( 1993) showed that the tendency of the Ward method 
to make "circular" clusters of roughly same size and its sensitivity to outliers caused 
the Ward method to perform poorly with three partially-overlapping elongated clusters. 
(The performance of single linkage clustering was worse with this data.) The model-
based clustering method successfully reshaped the three clusters in this simulated data. 
Also recently this method has produced paxticuleirly good results in real examples such 
as detection of tissue types from MRI brain scan and classifications in geophysiced sci­
ence. The progriim for model-based clustering algorithm was implemented as a S-Plus 
function(mclust) and many of the limitations in its earlier versions were improved. We 
use this method in this resecirch. 
2.1.3 Model-Based Cluster Analysis 
In this method we cissimae the following probability model for a p-dimensionaJ data 
with size N, x = (x,-, i = 1, • • •, N). The population is composed of G different subpop-
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ulations aoad the density of a p-dimensional observation y from the k-th subpopulation 
is /jfc(y|0) for some unknown vector of paxameters 9. If we denote the cluster identifying 
label of each x,- as 7,, where 7,- = fc if x,- comes from the subpopulation k, the likelihood 
for data x = (Xj, i = 1, • • •, iV) is 
L(X;^,7) = N (2.1) 
:=1 
where 7 = (71, • ' '  t h e  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  m a x i m u m  l i k e l i h o o d  a p p r o a c h ,  6 and 
7 are chosen so as to majcimize (2.1) (Banfield and Raftery, 1993). The multivariate 
normal distributions (MVN) for /t's were shown to work fairly well with majiy cases 
(Banfield and Raftery, 1993; Celeux and Govaert, 1993), though other distributions are 
possibly assumed. Currently nclust program, which is a softweire package for hiercirchi-
cal model-baised cluster analysis in Fortran and interfaced to the S-PLUS (Fraley and 
Raftery(1998)), considers only normal distribution for fks. If we assume MVN(/iA;,Sfc) 
for /fc's for 1 < k <G^ (2.1) becomes 
L { x ] 9 , ' r ) =  n -M*:)), (2.2) 
where Xk = {i; 7.- = fc}, i.e. Ik is the set of indices of x,'s which belong to cluster k. If 
we replace fXk with the maximum likelihood estimator /zjt, which is the mean vector of 
x.'s in cluster k, for each k, the log-likelihood is 
' ( 3 C i ,  •  •  •  , X i v , •  •  •  j M G ;  S I ,  S 2 ,  •  •  •  1  S G , 7 )  =  
- if;{(r(WiSr') + n»log|S»|}, (2.3) 
where = 5Z,gXj^(x,- — xfc)(x,- — Xt)^ and W^/rifc is the maximum likelihood estimator 
of Sfc. Different aissumptions on the covariance matrices(E/b) should lead to different 
criteria that classifications 7 should optimize to maximize (2.3). The assumptions can 
be paxcimeterized in expressing the covariance matrices in terms of their eigenvalue 
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decompositions. 
=  X k D k A k D l  i l < k <  G ) ,  (2.4) 
, where 
Xk = the largest eigenvaJue of St 
is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors of 
Ak is a diagonal matrix with the normalized eigenvalues of S/t on the 
diagonal in a decreasing order 
Table 2.1 summarizes the criteria to be minimized (in order to maximize the log-
likelihood) to corresponding six different par«imeterizations of as above (Fraley, 1996; 
Celeux and Govaert, 1995). 
Table 2.1 Different parameterizations of the covariance matrix St and the 
correspondiag criteria to be minimized 
Sfc eigenvalue 
decomposition 
size shape orientation criterion 
A I same same NA tr(a=,Wi) 
Afcl different same NA 
ADAD"^ seime same same l a .Wt l  
Sfc AfcDfcAfcDi^ different different different Efc=i nUogl^l 
Sfc AfcDfcADi different same different Et, n, log(|?) 
Sfc ADfcADi same same different Si 
Sfc = tr{A'^ilk),^k = in its eigenvalue decomposition form. 
If we assume the first type of covariance matrix(spherical normal distribution uni­
form over all groups) , the result is the s«ime as the well-known Weird's method (eJso the 
same as K-means). For other types of covciriance matrices, this method requires addi­
tional computation and memory for determinants of W^'s. This additionaJ computation 
makes the running of hierarchical model-based clustering slow especially for large data. 
Starting with singleton clusters (if the user doesn't provide initial pau:titions) the hier­
archical agglomeration process proceeds cis follows until all observations are in a single 
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cluster. 
(i) For every pair of two clusters, the cost of merging these two(A(i j)) is computed. 
For instance, in the simplest case of AI for all 1 < A: < G, the cost of merging two 
singleton clusters i and j, 
A(i, j) = (r(W<,j>) - [(r(Wi) + (r(W,)], (2.5) 
where < i, j > is the cluster formed by merging singleton clusters i and j. 
(ii) The pair of two clusters which minimizes the above cost is combined into a new 
cluster. 
Consequently, values of should be computed at the beginning stage of 
clustering. Also each A(i, j) requires extensive computations such eis tlie determinants 
of cross-product matrix. Fraley(1996) proposed the efficient methods for these compu­
tations using the relationship between values of criteria at successive stages, for each 
covariance matrix types in Table 2.1. But even the improved computations are still 
quadratic in the number of initial singletons. 
2.2 Visualization 
2.2.1 Motivation and Related Works 
The visualization of data helps us to detect clusters which zire hardly detected by 
other clustering algorithms using himian pattern perception ability (Zahn,1975). Two 
touching imiform clusters in a two-dimensiontd data would be easily detected by human 
eyes, while most clustering algorithms fail to separate these. It also guides us in choosing 
which clustering cdgorithm we should use for the specific type of structure in data and/or 
deciding values for the parcuneters required for running the edgorithms to obtain correct 
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results. For instance, aiter we watch the rotation of a three dimensional data which has 
two Gaussian clusters, we will be able to give more correct covariance matrix type as 
the pcirameter for model-based cluster cinalysis. Grand tour of a high-dimensioaal data 
may give more plausible candidates for the nimiber of clusters in K-means clustering. 
This is a crucial role of visualization in clustering process, since different clustering 
cdgorithms and different parameter vcdues very often lead to totally different clustering 
results for the same data. Graphical representations of clustering results can also be used 
as validation tool for clustering and complement the numerical algorithm(Kiiii, Kwon, 
and Cook(1998)). 
Grand tour has beea successfully used in cluster detection for multivariate data by 
providing an overview of the original data on the projected space, within time con­
straints. It is more successful when combined with projection pursuit. Its possibil­
ity to spend too much time presenting uninteresting projections is somewhat relieved 
by the guidance of the projection index ("guided tour" : Cook, Buja, Cabrera, zind 
Hurley, 1995) and the user-interactive projection control facilities in grand tour pro­
grams ("manual tour" : Cook and Buja, 1997). However, with more complex structure 
and many data points, the projection views can be messy and hard to decipher(Kwon 
and Cook, 1998). 
We suggest to overlay minimal spanning tree(MST) of data in grand tour as an 
approach to solve this problem. The MST is a tree which connects all data poiats with 
its edges zind minimizes the sum of edge weights smtiong all such trees. The changing 
context of points connected with MST edges in grand tour will give more information 
about cluster structures in data than what grand tour alone gives. 
2.2.2 Grand Tour, Guided Tour, and Manual Tour 
Statistical visualization methods for high-dimensionsil data should consider the fol­
lowing three points of view : data's geometry in the high-dimensional space, the user's 
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perceptioa in 3-dimensioiiaJ space, the limitation of computer screen to 2-dimension and 
computational limits(Young, Faldowsky and McFarlane, 1993). In addition, these re­
quirements should be met for large data which are common these days. Considering 
that the computer screen seems to continue to be fixed at a 2-dimensionai plane at least 
within aear future and the scopes of speed and memory are being broadened very fast, it 
would be more reasonable to concentrate on the first and the second requirement. Most 
static graphics methods suffer from lack of the first cind second property, especially with 
large data. It is very difficult for human to perceive structures in parallel plots or glyphs 
drawn for large data. Also they are ignorant of the geometry of data in its original 
space. The scatterplot matrix, especially with linking, brushing and subsetting, gives 
a much more informative glimpse of data structure to the user. It can show where the 
cases at certain point in two-dimensional XY-plot of any two variables are located in 
ELnother XY-plot of another pair of variables. But scatterplot matrix doesn't give any 
information about the structures which any subspace, generated not only by selection 
of two variables, but also by any linear combinations of all variables, of the data might 
have. In fact, a scatterplot matrix can be regarded as a matrix of all possible two di-
mensioaal projection where the projection matrices have only 0 and 1 values as their 
elements. From the same reasons that Fisherkeller, Friedman and Tukey(1974) pointed 
out why rotation should be added in static scatterplot matrix, we are not interested in 
all the scatterplots in scatterplot matrix but only in the scatterplots which are show­
ing interesting structures. That is, we automatically select the interesting plots among 
all scatterplots. But at the same time, we want to look at many, though not all, 
XY-plots together and find structures in data. This is difficult with static plots like 
scatterplot matrix. The most helpful way for doing this is to add some form of motion. 
The motion cim be either smooth or Jiltemative, but smooth motion is more effective 
than plain Eiltemation of static graphics. One strong advantage of graphics with smooth 
motion over static graphics is that 
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• Smooth transitions between images help the user to recognize objects as the same 
across changing views. 
With these smooth transitions, objects preserve their identity in user's perception, but 
static images presents the task of identifying objects across separate pictures. This can 
be frustrating when all objects in data look alike, such cis dots. Grand tour is one of 
statistical graphic methods with smooth motion. It is showing all possible projections of 
data onto a lower-dimension within time constraints (Cook, Buja, Carbrera and Hurley, 
1995), whereas static scatterplot matrix is showing all possible KY-plots of variables. 
Grand tour is data's moving through a continuous sequence of projections which are 
chosen to be dense in the set of all projections (Asimov, 1995). But even though grand 
tour gives the neighborhood context which scatterplot matrix falls short of, it may take 
too much time to locate, or never meet, the interesting projections because we only can 
watch it within a limited amount of time (Cook, Buja, Carbrera axid Hurley, 1995). To 
circumvent this, the user can be guided by some index which can represent the amount 
of structures in each projection while watching the grand tour. This index is called 
the projection index and measures the "interestingness" of projections. The normal 
distribution is considered to be the least interesting and projection index represents the 
departure from non-normality of the projection(Friedman, 1987). Projection pursuit is 
to pursue the most interesting structured projections by looking for the projections with 
maximum projection index. Either grcind tour or projection pursuit sdone would not 
be enough for catching interesting projections, because grand tour alone may skip the 
interesting projections due to time constraint as described above and projection pursuit 
cdone depends only on global optimum suid may miss interesting local optima(Cook 
and Buja, 1997). These two should be combined together and. giiided by each other 
in structure findings(Projection pursuit guided tour: Cook, Buja, Carbrera and Hurley, 
1995). 
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To be properly guided by the projection pursuit index value, the tools for motion 
alteration such as to track the path of grand tour backward ajid/or temporary restriction 
of movements to certain projections should be added so that we can avoid unnecessziry 
touring through the sequence of uninteresting projections. The authority to use these 
facilities should be in the user's hand, not in the system's. That is, the tools should 
be performed through user interaction. The grand tour which possesses these facilities 
is called a "manual tour" (Cook, Buja, Carbrera auid Hurley, 1995). In manual tour, 
interactive manipulation methods allow the user to control the data point cloud in a 
natural and perceptual way. The major benefit of this interactive direct manipulation 
by the user would be an ability to control the orientation of a surface in a natural way, as 
the user moves it around like a real object held in his/her heinds (Cleveland, 1993). This 
would assist the user to guess the structures in data(Young, Faldowsky, and McFarlame, 
1993). Also the combination of other multivariate visualization tools such as linked 
brushing and mzisking with grajid tour, can much improve the user's structure detection 
ability (Buja, Cook and Swayne, 1996). 
Due to real-time graphics and developments in computer hardware, grand tour along 
with real-time projection pursuit have been available in softwares since early 1990's. Set­
ting aside softwares providing only 3-D rotations, Lisp-Stat (Tierney, 1990) and XGobi 
(Swayne, Cook, and Buja, 1998) are two major softwares for greind tour. But there 
is the need for more platform independent (such as UNIX and PC) and more graphi­
cal programs including grand tour implementation so that graphicail analysis methods 
which are usually restricted to certeiin platforms can be more available. JAVA meets 
these requirements in that (i) it can be run on any implementation of JAVA virtual ma­
chine eind (ii) JAVA class packages already include highly interactive graphical interface, 
which meikes dynamic graphical methods like linking, rotation, and dyneimic parameter 
control much ezisier to implement. In this thesis, we introduce a new data visualization 
program which includes grand toxur, MST construction and other structiire finding tools 
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such as linked MST peeling and pruning. 
2.2.3 Overview of Program 
Chapter 3 describes major functions and layout of our exploratory visualization soft­
ware. This implements the two methods above : grand tour ajid minimal spcinning tree 
in its main window. Also it displays the graph of ordered MST edges in the separate 
window on user commajid along with the linked brushing function between this window 
and the main grand tour window. This was inspired by the fact that longest MST edges 
can be the estimators of cluster sepaxations(Zahn, 1975; Banks and Lavine, 1992). The 
user can disconnect the edges and make partitions consequently, either by scrolling the 
edge weight graph or brushing the individual points, which represents the MST edges in 
this graph. The resulting pzurtitions can be colored with different colors corresponding 
to their groupings from disconnecting edges with our MST traverse algorithm. This 
will allow the user to follow which MST edges are connecting certain structures in the 
data. Also, since the clustering result from disconnecting longest k MST edges is same 
as single linkage clustering for k+l clusters, we can look at how single linkage method 
sepcirate clusters. 
2.3 Case Reduction 
2.3.1 Motivation 
As described in Section 2.1, a main problem of hierarchical clustering algorithm is 
its time and memory requirement. The computation time more than quadratic in the 
nimiber of observations (i.e. the number of components in the initial partitions) makes 
the fast clustering of large data sets difficult (Posse, 1998). This problem is worsened 
with model-beised methods(Section 2.1.3), because they require complicated computa­
tions such as determinants of the cross-product matrices for each agglomeration stage 
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(Fraley, 1996). The efforts attempted to circumvent this problem axe mostly either i) to 
cluster sample of data and classify total data with this resiilt or ii) to pre-cluster(initizdly 
partition) coarsely the entire data and start cluster analysis from the partitions. The 
use of sampling method in i) wtis discouraged by Posse(1998). The possible underrepre-
sentation of small but important clusters in subsample would lead to different clustering 
results of the entire data. Alternatively he suggests to use classification of the data in 
many classes instead of usuzd singleton clusters at the beginning stage of agglomeration 
process. To obtaia the initial classification, he uses a subgraph of MST. Minimal span­
ning free(MST) is a spanning tree for which the sum of edge weights is a minimum. It 
is defined and constructed for a given edge weighted graph, which is a graph with a real 
number( "weight") assigned to each edge. Graph consists of a set of nodes (usucdly data 
points) and a set of edges^ which link the two nodes defining them. Euclidecm distance 
between two data points would be a possible "weight" in a edge weighted graph. A 
tree is a connected graph with no cycles. A connected graph is a graph which has paths 
between any pair of nodes. A path between two nodes is a sequence of edges joining 
two nodes. A cycte is a path beginning and ending with the same node. A subgraph of 
a given graph is a graph with all of nodes and edges in the given graph. A spanning 
subgraph of a given graph is a subgraph which has a same node set as that of the given 
graph. A spanning tree of a graph is a spanning subgraph that is a tree (Friedman and 
Rafsky, 1979; Zahn, 1971). 
Given data with n points, MST of the data consists of n-1 edges and the node pairs 
defining the edges represent points that tend to be close to each other (Friedman and 
Rafsky, 1979), which makes MST be used in structure findings. 
The subgraph of MST which Posse uses for making initial classification is produced 
by i) trimming out the longest MST edges to separate outliers and observations in 
the surroundings of clusters and edges connecting any well-separated clusters and ii) 
breaking the surviving connected components of the MST into smaller ones of roughly 
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the same size. MST is a good tool for fast classification, because i) it connects all data 
points(say n as the number) with only n-1 edges eind ii) it ha^ minimum total sum of 
edge weights among trees such that they can connect entire data set with tree type. 
But Posse's peeling and pruning algorithms have the following possible problems. 
[i] While peeling the longest edges, it may fail to peel the locally long edges which 
are connecting small clusters. This is because his peeling method is considering 
only the entire comparison of all n-1 MST edges. 
[ii] The convergence rate to the eisymptotic distribution of MST edge weight from 
one normal cluster by Penrose(1998) which is a basis of criterion for deciding the 
number of longest edges to be peeled to separate clusters in Posse's peeling method 
is too slow to be applied even for relatively large data (with 5000 cases). 
[iii] His pruning method (Section 4.4.1) is prone to produce line-type partition compo­
nent without including closer points together. This is because his way to traverse 
MST is simply to follow the connection in A eirray(see Section 4.4.3 for explana­
tion). 
Considering above problems, we need a different partitioning algorithm which takes 
into account i) different criteria for deciding the edges to be peeled, ii) the local com­
parison of edge weights with its neighborhoods (related to i) ), and iii) including other 
information about MST connection in addition to A array from Prim's(1957) MST con­
struction algorithm. We suggest an initial partitioning algorithm which consider these 
three problems in Chapter 4. The overview of this chapter is described in Section 2.3.3. 
2.3.2 Related Works 
Between the two different methods to reduce the data size for cluster cinalysis: sub-
sampling and initial partitioning as discussed in the previous section, we use the initial 
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paxtitioning method. Initial partitioning method should be fast and simple without 
taking the risk of mis-partitioning the points, because mis-peirtitioned data points would 
not have a chcince to be relocated to the right cluster later. Thus, this method should 
leave any unconvincing case as a singleton partition, rather than force it to be assigned 
to any previously formed partitions. Initial partitioning using prior hierarchical cluster 
analysis was tried by Davis and Kalkstein(1990), Stooksbury and Michaels(1990) and 
others. Most of them used the result of average linkage cluster analysis EIS the initial 
partition for the later K-means clustering. Their aim of initied partitioning is to get the 
appropriate cluster numbers and use them as the inputs of K-means clustering than to 
reduce large data. Opposite to these methods, K-meems, C-means, or related SOM(self-
organized map) methods can be used for initial partitioning, but as Posse{1998) pointed 
out, they have higher rates of misclassification. While trying to cissign every point to 
the nearest mean(k-meaas) or medoid(k-medoid), the forced misclassification of outliers 
would be inevitable as well. 
Table 2.2 describes which methods have been developed and used for large data with 
one of these two methods. For methods using sampling, Biinfield and Raftery(1993) 
classified total data with the discriminant function which was the result of model-based 
cluster analysis of a sample of the original data. Kauffman and Rousseeuw performed 
non-hierarchical K-medoid clustering(softwaxe PAM) on total data with K seeds which 
were computed from previous K-medoid method run on a sample of total data(software 
CLARA). CLARANS is the software developed by Raymond and Han(1994), which per­
forms K-medoid method for total data, but search the medoids only in the neighborhoods 
of previous medoids. CLAN developed by Stahl(1986) uses the "leader" algorithm by 
Hartigan(1975) for pre-clustering data, which classifies data into the groups of which 
the "leader" has the distances from each data points in the group within predefined 
threshold values. It cJlows any computationedly heavy clustering methods to run for 
this pre-groups and uses the results for clustering total data. Posse(1998) pointed out 
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that clustering performed on sub-sampling might lead to different solutions from the one 
on the total data. He instead broke the total data into smaJl partitions( "prune") with 
the use of minimal spajining tree and ran model-based clustering for this partition set. 
Table 2.2 Clustering methods for large data 
Software name developers sampling 
or initial partitioning 
clustering method 
CLARA Kaufman aind Rousseeuw sampling K-Medoid 
CLARANS Raymond and Han K-medoid 
CLAN Stahl initial partitioning any 
Banfield and Raftery sampling model-based 
Posse initial partitioning model-based 
2.3.3 Overview 
In Section 4.1, we introduce the properties of MST which have been used for structure 
detection. Penrose's theorem about the asymptotic distribution of the lajgest MST edge 
weights of data from one standard normal point cloud and Posse(1998)'s generalization 
of it to /-th largest edge weights are described. The weight defined here is the Euclidean 
distance between two ending nodes. We derive the asymptotic estimators of means and 
variajices based on their results. In Section 4.2, we simulate 100 data sets from one 
standEird normal distribution for each different dimensions(2,3,5, eind 10) and different 
sizes(50,100,- • •, 5000). The average mean of largest edge weights from 100 simulated 
data sets is compared to the theoreticcd asymptotic confidence interval for the mean. The 
same studies are done for second largest edge weight. From the numerical result about 
slow convergence of asymptotic distributions, we suggest a different peeling method in 
Section 4.3. Also, we introduce a different pruning method from Posse which can classify 
more relevant points into same components in initial partition. The pnming process of 
our algorithm is visualized using the flea-beetle data example and is compared to Posse's 
pruning result for the s«ime data. 
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2.4 Dimension Reduction 
2.4.1 Problem and Related Works 
Principal component ajialysis(PCA) has been being the most prevalent method for 
reducing data dimension with linear projections. PCA computes the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors consisting the covaxiance(or correlation) matrix and reduces the data to 
lower dimensions by projecting the data onto the space orthogonally spanned by the 
first few eigenvectors . PCA is successful in finding structures where the distances 
between clusters are larger than the distjinces within clusters, usuedly in case of few 
large clusters. But when the data sets have (i) many small clusters not well separated, 
and/or (ii) meaningless variables with high noise level , the clusters may not be picked 
out by PCA (Huber, 1985; Nason,1995). The example of cases where PCA fails to find 
clusters were illustrated by Friedman and Tukey(1974). Also, the order of principal 
components(PC), which is according to their contribution to the total variability, is not 
always sanne as its structure discriminating power (Rao, 1964; Kshirsagar,1990). The 
important PCs may not be in the first few. Thus, we may have to think that PCA is to 
remake the same number of variables from the original variables and reorder them. To 
select the importajit PC's has been an issue in terms of dimension reduction. 
Multidimensional scaling(MDS) is a mapping data from original dimension to lower 
dimensions while preserving the ordering of original distance matrix(Johnson and Wich-
em, 1991). But the nonlinear minimization process of stress{a. measure of the extent to 
which the mapping falls short of a perfect match for order in original dimension) is very 
computationally demanding and makes it difficult to be widely used especially for large 
data. 
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2.4.2 Projection Pursuit 
Projection pursuit(PP) is to look for the "interesting" lower dimensional projections 
by numerically maximizing a criterion function (Projection Index(PI): Huber, 1985). 
The interestingness is defined as the non-normality, since 
(i) The multivariate normal density is completely specified by its covariajice structure. 
(ii) All projections of data from a multiveiriate normal distribution are normal. Thus 
the non-normality in lower dimensional projections is evident for non-normtility in 
original dimension. 
(See Huber(1985)). PP doesn't look for structures which can be described by location, 
scale and covaxiance structure, because they are completely represented in PCs and it 
is wasteful to search for these. Thus PP starts from sphered data, that is, the PCs. To 
optimize(majcimize) the PI value, gradient-based method and random search method cire 
used. The traditional gradient-based optimization method in maximizing PI has high 
possibility to get stuck to dummy local optima because most Pis axe highly oscillating 
functions. Huber(1990) combined the global random search and the gradient b£ised 
loceil optimization method in his optimization. His method to go over majiy local optima 
steirted from random starting points and find the meiximum. Posse(1993) applied Huber's 
method to 2-D projection pursuit. 
2.4.3 Overview 
We propose our optimization jdgorithm for projection index in Chapter 5. Section 
5.1 explains about Holes index which is used in this algorithm. Tools for measuring the 
relative amount of structures in the best projections found by the algorithm are presented 
in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 describes the optimization algorithm. The optimum values 
for parameters in the algorithm from empirical studies are suggested in Section 5.5. 
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2.5 Descriptions about Data Sets Used in Examples 
2.5.1 9-D Cube Data 
This data is composed of points in the vertices of 9-D cube in 9-dimensional space 
(Buja, Cook, and Swayne, 1996) which has statistical relevance in two areas: 9 Bernoulli 
random variables ajid 2® factorial experimental design. But most random projections of 
this data onto lower dimensions look £is if they were distributed as multivariate normal 
(Diaconis eind Freedmaji, 1984). 
2.5.2 Flea-Beetle Data 
The data consists of 74 flea beetles from three species(concinna, heptapotamica ajid 
heikertingeri). Each beetle has six variables which are measurements of different parts of 
its shape (Lubischew, 1962). The aim is to cluster 74 objects into three groups without 
species information. 
2.5.3 Satellite Image Data 
The data weis generated from Lansat Multi-Spectral Scajiner image data by the 
Center for Remote Sensing, Australia. It consists of four different spectral values of 
4435 pixels in one satellite image with the classification of each pixel. That is, the same 
pixel has four different spectrzil values in each different spectral bands. Each value can 
have 0 corresponding to black to 255 corresponding to white. The data was given in 
random order zmd certain lines of data had been removed so its user czmnot reconstruct 
the original image from this data set. The classification labels of pixels are in Table 2.3. 
The aim is to predict these classifications, given the naulti-spectrai values(Srinvasaii, 
1993). 
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Table 2.3 OriginaJ classifications 
height Class number Class description 
1 Red Soil 
2 Cotton Crop 
3 Grey Soil 
4 Damp Grey Soil 
5 Soil with Vegetation Stubble 
7 Very Damp Grey Soil 
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3 EXPLORATORY VISUALIZATION SOFTWARE: ViVA 
This software implements meiinly 2-D grand tour, MST construction in the original 
space in grand tour and plotting the graph of ordered MST edge weights. The MST 
edge weight graph provides linked brushing with grand tour window. As the user brushes 
the points in MST edge weight graph, the corresponding edges in grand tour window 
are automatically faded so that the user can follow the cluster separation from discon­
necting MST edges. Instead of brushing points directly, the user can peel the longest 
edges using the scroll-bar. As he/she scrolls the beir from the left(0%) edge to the right, 
the edges with weights larger than the quantile represented by the scroll position are 
faded so that the user can look at the changes in cluster separation as different quantiles 
of MST edges are peeled. The grouping of points by peeling MST edges and coloring 
the points according their groups can be done by pushing buttons in grand tour win­
dow. The group aissignments and the information about peeled edges can be written 
into separate file. (Whether each edge has been peeled or not becomes the element of 
F array, input for pruning step(see Section 4.4)). Currently two manual control meth­
ods, pausing/resuming of grand tour and tour speed control are provided with button 
and control-bair. These allow the user to stop at interesting projections or exajnine 
the sequence of interesting projection carefully. The technical details are described in 
APPENDIX. 
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3.1 JAVA for Statistical Data Visualization 
3.1.1 What is JAVA 
JAVA is a network progrcimming language such «is Perl and JavaScript and also an 
object-oriented application development language like C++ (Niemeyer and Peck, 1996). 
It weis originally developed for making dynamic Web pages in 1995 by Sun Microsystems, 
but by now(1999) it has become one of the most dominant high-level leinguages for 
general implementation purposes due to the following major advantages. 
1) portability : JAVA classfiles can be run on any platform wherever there are JAVA 
Virtual Machine(VM) and the necessary classfiles of JAVA packages. 
2) strong built-in features for handling diverse file types such as graphical user inter-
face(GUI) components and multimedia(audio, images, video, • • •) 
3) Internet-based client/server networking programming 
(Deitel and Deitel(1998)) 
3.1.2 JAVA for Statistical Software Development 
As the internet becomes the most common and most important route for infor­
mation exchange, the explosive need for JAVA softwajes in most fields is not surpris­
ing. JAVA provides classfiles for software implementation almost as much as C++ 
does while having unique advantages as discussed in above section. Having started 
from statisticeil education Jind simple descriptive graphics, mzmy statistical JAVA soft­
wares have been developed dviring the short period of last two years. JAVA can be 
used as an universal tool for developing and exchanging statistical techniques due to 
its portability and GUI are much easier to program and port, which is encourag­
ing the implementation of dynjunic/interactive visualization packages especially. Cur­
rently, WebStat(URL: http://wHw.stat.sc.edu/ west/webstat/) and Statlets(URL: 
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http://www.statlets.coni) are two major softwaies entirely in JAVA for general sta­
tistical analysis methods. S-Plus and XploRe are building the interface between JAVA 
and their software engines so that JAVA applications can use their pre-designed analyses 
(URL : http: //cm .bell-labs. com/cm/ms/who/cocteau/comsci/abs/semnella/abs. 
htinl(S-Plus and JAVA), http ://www.xplore-stat .de/WWWJava/x4j ava. html (XploRe 
and JAVA)). 
While all these softwares are providing JAVA applets for some statistical graph­
ics, there is no JAVA software which can implement extensive dynamic and interactive 
visualization techniques for high-dimensional data. Considering that grand tour and 
projection pursuit are becoming important tools for exploratory structure findings in 
high-dimensional data, JAVA visualization software which can implement these should 
be developed. This software should be able to provide what XGobi has been doing to 
UNIX users (see Section 2.2.2) regardless of platforms (though some limitations can 
be applied). With these purposes, we developed and now introduce the first JAVA 
visualization software that can implement grand tour zis well as other functions. 
3.1.3 Implementation 
This software is written entirely in JAVA using Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.1.4 
class libraries, thus it can be run on ciny platform where 1.1.4 or higher version of JDKl.l 
and the Java virtual machine (Java Runtime Environment (J RE)) exist. JDK cind JRE 
can be down-loaded at no cost from Sun Microsystem's JAVA site (http: //j ava. sun. com/ 
cgi-bin/java-ports.cgi). This software was tested on the following three different 
machines and OSs : SGI Irix 6.2, Windows NT and DEC VAX V4.0B. Technical deteiils 
and classfile names for functions are described in APPENDIX. The maximum number of 
cases of the raw data file with which this softwaxe can be run is 1300 when the minima.) 
spanning tree is constructed on-line, and at least 6000 when the minimal sparming tree 
is constructed off-line and read as another input file. 
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3.2 Use of Software on Flea-Beetle Data 
Figure 3.1 displays the software. One window shows a single projection from the 
grand tour sequence which illuminates the three clusters, with the points overlaid with 
minimal spanning tree computed in the full 6-D variable space. The window at the 
bottom displays the graph of ordered MST edge weights. The 5 longest edges (47-51, 
6-10, 41-38, 22-24, 10-4) have been brushed, so that they fade to gray. Points isolated 
by the corresponding peeling are colored differently so the 6 colors here (yellow, pink, 
red, green, orange, and magenta) represent clusters resulting from peeling. We notice 
that after deleting these 5 longest edges, three clusters have not been separated yet. 
Since single linkage cluster analysis defines the smallest distance between each element 
of groups as the between groups distance, the resulting 6 groups from peeling the 5 
longest edges is the same cis the result of single linkage clustering with 6 clusters. Thus 
we can see how single linkage method fails to find the right clusters. 
Figure 3.2 is the picture after peeling 3 more longest edges. Now the trimmed edges 
are separating three clusters and identifying some outliers. 
Figure 3.3 is the scene after making all the MST edges in Figure 3.2 invisible. Since 
the grand tour continued during the interval between taking two pictures, the projection 
in Figure 3.3 has slightly changed from that Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1 Grand tour with minimcJ spcuming tree with the longest 5 
edges (47-51, 6-10,41-38, 22-24, 10-4) peeled for flea-beetle data. 
Points isolated by the peeling are colored differently so the 5 col­
ors represent clusters resulting from the peeling: Original colors 
«ire available in book form only. 
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Figiire 3.2 Grand tour with niinim<ii spanning tree with the longest 8 edges 
peeled for flea-beetle data. Points isolated by the peeling are 
colored differently so the 5 colors represent clusters resulting 
from the peeling: Original colors are available in book form only. 
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Figure 3.3 Grand tour without minimcil spanning tree with the longest 8 
edges peeled for flea-beetle data. Points isolated by the peeling 
are colored differently so the 5 colors represent clusters resulting 
from the peeling: Original colors are available in book form only. 
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4 INITIAL PARTITIONING USING MINIMAL 
SPANNING TREE 
4.1 Structure Detection by Minimal Spanning Itee 
4.1.1 Properties of Minimal Spanning TVee 
The properties of minimeil spanning tree which can be used in cluster detection are 
described below, analogous to those of the Simplicizd Graph by Vincent et ai(1976) 
and Hoffman zuid Jain(1983). The Simplicial Graph is the graph which links every 
neighborhood point paurs in the Vornoi diagram. The Vomoi diagram is the total set 
of the Vomoi polygons(V(i)) of each point p,-, (1 < z < n, n is the data size) in data, 
which is a convex polygon having the property that p,- is the closest of the all p,'s in 
data to any x6V(i). Neighborhood point pair is a pair of two points of which Vornoi 
polygons have a common boundciry. (Different definition of neighborhood is used in 
Section 3.3) Minimal spanning tree is cinalogous to Simplicial graph which has only n-1 
edges while having paths between every point pairs. Vincent et al(1976) and Hoffman 
and Jain(1983) conapare the first three of following distributions of data to those of null 
data which is rcindom/nonnal(Hoffman and Jsiin), or Poisson(Vincent et al) to test the 
existence of clusters. 
[a] edge weight distribution: 
[a.l] If the data of size n is from 2-dimensional uniform distribution in area A, the 
expected weight of a rcindomly chosen MST edge is asymptotically propor-
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tioncil to ^^(Hoffrnan ajid Jain(1983)). 
[a.2] If the data is from a 2-dimensional Poisson process pattern, the distribution 
of the edge weight (/) is , 
0(0 = ^ [^^exp(-^)], (4.1) 
where p is the total density (number of points/volume of region) (Vincent et 
al, 1976). 
[b] interior angle distribution: If the data is from a 2-dimensionaI Poisson process 
pattern, the distribution of the angle (0) between two incident MST edges is, 
4 
^(0) = — sin5[sin5 + (tt — 0)cos^]. (4.2) 37r 
[c] maximum, 1-th largest edge weight: Section 4.1.2 
[d] node degree distribution(Zaim, 1975) 
Zahn(197o) found out different properties of MST can be successfully used for solving 
different cluster problems, though they need previous human perception of data. His idea 
is based on the fact that our perception system automatically seeks the naost economical 
encoding of the data, i.e. clusters. His strategies for finding structures in different 
problems Me Jis follows. 
[a] separate clusters; peeling inconsistent edges 
[b] structure reconstruction of composite clusters: node depth histogram of fragments 
after peeling 
[c] separate noise from line-type cluster: node degree comparison 
[d] separate touching clusters: loccd minimum of node depth histogram 
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[e] separate touching Gaussian clusters: minimum edge weight between two local 
majcimum in diameter path 
The inconsistency of any edge is defined as significant largeness of its weight compared 
to the average of nearby edges on both sides. The criteria for inconsistency are the 
[i] size of neighborhood: the depth from both nodes of the edge within which the 
nodes are defined as neighborhood 
[ii] number of standard deviation of neighborhood edge weights by which the edge 
weight should exceed to be defined as inconsistent 
[iii] factor: the ratio between the edge weight and the average weight of neighborhood 
edges 
Here we notice that he consistently uses the loced compeirison of MST properties 
for separating clusters in all problem types. We adopt his local comparison in our 
peeling stage, since the main purpose of the peeling process is to separate well-separated 
clusters. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, another criterion for peeling in Posse's method is 
the comparison between distribution of ordered MST edge weights from data and that of 
one standard normai cluster. The compaxison is based on the asymptotic distribution of 
the largest MST edge weight of one steindard normal point cloud by Penrose(1998). In 
the next two sections, we review this and show its slow convergence rate from simulation 
studies. 
4.1.2 The Asymptotic Distribution of Ordered MST Edge Weight 
The asymptotic distribution of maximima edge weight(Euclidean distance between 
two ending nodes) was initicdly used to detect outliers in multivariate normal data by 
Rohlf(1975). But Rohlf's examination of squared standardized maximum edge weight 
to gamma quemtile plot WEIS recently criticized as being inaccurate by the simulation 
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study done by Caroni and Prescott(1995). The most recent findings on the minimal 
spanning tree edge weight were done by Penrose(1998). He proved that the maximum 
minimal spanning tree edge weight of one standard normal point cloud converges weaJcly 
to Gumbel distribution in the following theorem. 
His proof is based on the fact that the maximum minimal spanning tree edge weight of 
one standard normzil point cloud is the infimum of those r such that the union of the 
Euclidean balls of radius r/2 centered at the points of the normal cloud is connected. 
Theorem l(Penrose, 1998) Let x,, i=l,2,3,--- be independent i/{> 1) dimensional ran­
dom vectors with the standeird multivariate normal density function. Define the point 
process Xn = {xi, zj, • • •, and A(/3) = exp(—/?), the Gumbel distribution function 
forfS £ R\ with the density = exp(—exp(—/3))exp(—/3). Let M„ denote the maximum 
edge weight (Euclidean distance between two ending nodes of the edge) for Xn. 
Then, 
^lim P[(a„Mn - 6„) < ^] = A(/3), (4.3) 
On = \J1 log n 
6„ = (i/ - 1) logj n - logg n - log(A:.,) 
where I2){u - l)'^ 
logj n = log (log n) 
loga n = log (log2 n) 
Any random variable Yn from Gumbel distribution has mean and variajice as 
E { Y n ) = f , V { Y n )  =  J ,  (4.4) 
from its m.g.f. r(l — t), where 7 = 0.5772156649 •• • is the Euler's constant(Gumbel, 
1957). The derivation of (4.4) is in APPENDIX. 
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Thus from (4.3) aiid (4.4), 
E { M r , )  = 
V(Mn) = 
7 + in 7 + ('^ - 1) logj n - (i^) log3 n - log(fc^) 
•v/2 log n 
1 tt' 
21ogn 6 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Posse(1998) generalized Theorem 1 to the l-th. longest MST edge weight to lead the 
following corollary. 
Corollary l(Posse, 1998) Under the same conditions of Theorem 1, define Mni as the 
l-th. laxgest edge weight for Xn. 
Then, 
lim P[{anM^i - 6n) < /?] = A,(y5), (4.7) 
71—rOO 
where A/(/3) = exp(—/3)(1 -|- ~ order Gumbel distribution function 
with the density, exp(—exp( —/?)) and a„ and 6„ are same as in Theorem 1. 
Using this corollary, we obtain the mean and the variance of the random variable, Yn2 
which follows 2-nd order Gumbel distribution with mean and variance 
E(K!)=-*-l,V(V«) = y-l (4.8) 
The derivation of (4.8) is in APPENDIX. 
Thus for the second largest MST edge weight from one standard normed cluster with 
size n, M„2 is , 
E(M^2) = ^ ^ = 7 + (t^ - 1) log2 " - (^) toga " - tog(fc^) - 1 gv 
a„ y/2 log n 
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V(M„2) = — ( - - 1 )  2 log n 6 (4.10) 
In next section, we will show these cisymptotic results converge too slow for I = l(i.e. 
Theorem 1) sind / = 2. 
4.2 Simulation Study about Penrose's Theorem 
Table 4.1 shows the comparison of averages of largest MST edge weights of 100 
simulated normal data sets and the computed largest edge weight with their variances 
from (4.5). Different sets of 100 standard normal data were generated for each dimension 
(2,3,5, and 10) and each data size (50, 100, 200, • • •, 5000). Table 4.1 also includes the 
upper limit of 95% confidence interval for the mean largest edge weight of 100 standard 
normal data sets. That is, the fourth row in each cell in Table 4.1 was computed from 
E{Mn) + — 0.025; 100 — 1). The * with average in the first row represents a 
significajit difference from the cisymptotic meaji by Theorem 1, at 0.05 level. We notice 
that except the two dimensional case, in most cases the average maximum edge weights 
are greater than the upper limit of 95% confidence intervaJ of asymptotic mean from 
Penrose's theorem. The difference between the average MST edge weight and the upper 
limit of confidence interval is becoming bigger cis dimension increases. 
Table 4.2 contains the averages of the largest minimal spanning tree edge weights of 
100 simulated data sets each of which consists of two data sets from two 3-dimensional 
normal distributions, with means apart from 1,2, and 5 respectively and identity covari-
ance matrices. The second row in each cell is the upper limit of 95% confidence intervaJ 
from the second colunm (3-dimension) in Table 4.1. As expected, iill the average weights 
are bigger than those in the colimm of dimension 3 in Table 4.1, but not draistically so. 
For instance, in the czise of 100 data sets with size 1000, the averages of maximum MST 
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edge weights of one standard normal cluster (2nd column tind 6th row in Table 4.1) 
and two normal clusters with means 2 apart from each other(lst column and 6th row in 
Table 4.2) axe 1.5240 and 1.5831, both of which fall beyond the 95% upper limit 1.4594. 
That is, they are significantly larger than asymptotic metin, 1.3909. But the difference 
between these two averages is 0.0591, which is less than the difference between the mean 
of 100 maximum edge weight from one standard normal cind the upper limit of 95% 
confidence interval for theoretical mean, 0.0646 = 1.5240 — 1.4594. This shows that 
we cannot test the existence of two clusters by the longest minimal spanning tree edge 
weight, nor can we suspect that from the numbers themselves. All the average longest 
edge weights of 100 data sets from one standard normal 3-dimensional distribution(2nd 
column of Table 4.1) aje larger than the upper 95% limit of asymptotic mean from 
Gumbel distribution for each size. Only the averages from the 2-dimensional standard 
normal are mostly within the ranges. 
Table 4.3 shows the result of similar simulation study, but about 2nd largest MST 
edge weights. We notice that the convergence rate of 2nd largest MST edge weight to 
2nd-order Gumbel distribution is slower than maximum (Table 4.1). All averages of 100 
2nd largest MST edge weights from one standeird normal cluster for each data emd each 
dimension are larger than their theoretical upper limit of 95% confidence intervals from 
(4.9). 
From these simulation results above, we find that the slow convergence of asymptotic 
Gumbel distribution of MST edge weights from one normal cluster makes the comparison 
between two (MST edge weights from data and from one normal cluster) diflBcult to be 
used to test the existence of more than one cluster with different means in data set 
of the size up to 5000. Rather than comparing the two distributions, we suggest to 
choose the edges to be peeled in exploratory method. In the next two sections, we 
introduce the partitioning strategy which uses local compeirison of edge weights. The 
partitioning is performed in two stages like Posse's. First, the "long" edges aire peeled. 
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(Here the length of an edge means the Euclidean distance between two ending nodes.) 
To decide whether any edge is long or not, the weight of that edge is compared to the 
average weight of neighborhood edges, not to all the edges in minimal spanning tree. 
Second, the information about peeled edges and the connections of nodes in minimal 
spanning tree are used as input for pruning. The nodes axe grouped into partitions of 
approximately same size. 
4.3 Initial Partitioning: Peeling(Ours) 
As discussed in Section 4.1.1, Z2ihn(1971) defined the inconsistency of any minimal 
spanning tree edge, denoted by XY where X and Y are two nodes at each end, as whether 
the weight (usually Euclidean distance between two end nodes) of the edge is signifi­
cantly larger than the average of nearby edge weights on both sides of XY or not. As 
a way to mecisure the inconsistency of an edge, he suggested seeing how many standard 
deviations separate the weight of edge XY from the average edge weights on each side, 
and how big the ratio between the edge weight and the average is. For doing this, the 
following three were defined and possible values for them were proposed by Zahn. 
1)the size of neighborhood explored for each node: 2 
2) the multiples of standard deviation, ar- 2 
3)the "factor", fj = xr edge weif^ht— ^ 
' ' the average of other nearby edge weights 
If the weight of edge XY exceeds the average local edge weight on each end (node X 
eind Y) by or of the respective standard deviation and/or the factor exceeds /x, the 
edge is defined as inconsistent. Zahn proposed 2 for the vtdues of (Tt, iT-> the size 
of neighborhood visited ("weight" of the path). (The weight of a path is the number of 
edges it contains. This is different from the weight of edge. A path between two pre­
scribed nodes is an alternating sequence of nodes and edges with the prescribed nodes 
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Table 4.1 Average leirgest edge weights of MSTs of 100 simulated stzindard 
nornicil data sets 
1st row : Average weight 
2nd row ; Conaputed £(Af„) using (4.5) 
3rd row : Computed V{Mn) using (4.5) 
4th row : E{Mr,) + /^^^/(l - 0.05/2; 100-1) 
* : Average weight is within the upper limit of 95% C.I. 
u : dimension 
n : 2 3 5 10 
scunple size 
50 1.2759- 1.8287 2.5171 3.8635 
1.2149 1.5663 1.7901 0.9923 
0.2102 0.2102 0.2102 0.2102 
1.3059 1.6573 1.8811 1.0833 
100 1.2079- 1.7154 2.4244 3.7882 
1.1548 1.5139 1.7904 1.2309 
0.1786 0.1786 0.1786 0.1786 
1.2387 1.5978 1.8743 1.3148 
200 1.1744- 1.6001 2.3609 3.6776 
1.1062 1.4706 1.7875 1.4138 
0.1552 0.1552 0.1552 0.1552 
1.1844 1.5488 1.8657 1.4920 
300 1.1502- 1.6359 2.2968 3.6790 
1.0816 1.4482 1.7845 1.5014 
0.1442 0.1442 0.1442 0.1442 
1.1569 1.5235 1.8598 1.5767 
500 1.1439 1.5827 2.3000 3.6123 
1.0537 1.4224 1.7796 1.5960 
0.1323 0.1323 0.1323 0.1323 
1.1259 1.4946 1.8518 1.6682 
1000 1.0338- 1.5240 2.2667 3.5544 
1.0203 1.3909 1.7715 1.7017 
0.1191 0.1191 0.1191 0.1191 
1.0888 1.4594 1.8400 1.7702 
5000 0.9944- 1.4139 2.0785 3-4724 
0.9572 1.3292 1.7485 1.8770 
0.0966 0.0966 0.0966 0.0966 
1.0189 1.3909 1.8102 1.9387 
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Table 4.2 Average largest edge weights of MSTs of lOO simulated 3-D data 
sets of two normal clusters with different means 
1st row : Average weight 
2iid row : E{Mn) + \/^^)<(l - 0.O5/2; 100 - 1) 
Distance between two means 
Size 2 3 5 
50 1.9525 2.0054 2.1173 
1.6573 1.6573 1.6573 
100 1.8085 1.8509 1.9377 
1.5978 1.5978 1.5978 
200 1.7918 1.7696 1.7094 
1.5488 1.5488 1.5488 
300 1.7325 1.6935 1.7778 
1.5235 1.5235 1.5235 
500 1.6691 1.7084 1.6742 
1.4946 1.4946 1.4946 
lOOO 1.5831 1.6119 1.7234 
1.4594 1.4594 1.4594 
5000 1.4999 1.5631 1.5012 
1.3909 1.3909 1.3909 
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4.3 Average second longest edge weights of minimal spanning trees 
of 100 simulated standard normal data sets 
1st row : Average weight 
2nd row : Computed E{Mn2) using (4.9) 
3rd row : Computed V{Mra) using (4.9) 
4th row : E{Mr,2) + - 0.05/2; 100-1) 
V 
n 2 3 5 10 
50 1.0155 1.4761 2.2230 3.6324 
0.8573 1.2088 1.4325 0.6348 
0.0824 0.0824 0.0824 0.0824 
0.9143 1.2658 1.4895 0.6918 
100 0.9623 1.4565 2.1703 3.5262 
0.8253 1.1844 1.4609 0.9014 
0.0700 0.0700 0.0700 0.0700 
0.8778 1.2369 1.5134 0.9539 
200 0.9092 1.3928 2.1095 3.4553 
0.7990 1.1634 1.4803 1.1066 
0.0609 0.0609 0.0609 0.0609 
0.8480 1.2123 1.5293 1.1555 
300 0.9083 1.3577 2.1110 3.4515 
0.7855 1.1521 1.4884 1.2054 
0.0565 0.0565 0.0565 0.0565 
0.8327 1.1993 1.5356 1.2525 
500 0.8647 1.3418 2.1021 3.4036 
0.7701 1.1388 1.4960 1.3123 
0.0519 0.0519 0.0519 0.0519 
0.8153 1.1840 1.5412 1.3575 
1000 0.8564 1.2765 2.0549 3.3363 
0.7513 1.1219 1.5025 1.4327 
0.0467 0.0467 0.0467 0.0467 
0.7942 1.1647 1.5453 1.4755 
5000 0.7953 1.2236 1.9299 3.2595 
0.7149 1.0869 1.5062 1.6348 
0.0379 0.0379 0.0379 0.0379 
0.7535 1.1255 1.5448 1.6734 
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as first ajid last elements, all other nodes distinct, and each edge linking the two nodes 
adjacent to it in the sequence (Friedman and Rafsky, 1979). We use a increased value for 
the neighborhood size(3 instead of 2) and reduce aj to 1.5 [fr is not used in our peeling 
algorithm). As the size of neighborhood used above gets smaller, the decision gets more 
local since we examine the edges within a narrower neighborhood. By increasing the 
neighborhood size slightly, we try to avoid the case where an edge is decided as incon­
sistent from local data fluctuation and not from separating clusters. Also, we find that 
it is difficult for the or value of any MST edge of real data to exceed 2 even when the 
edge is truly separating clusters. By increasing the neighborhood size and decreasing 
<7t slightly, we should be able to peel the MST edges, which are actually connecting 
clusters, though their weights are not extremely larger than nearby edges. 
The separated data from peeling MST edges using this algorithm shows different 
results from the single linkage clusters which are same eis the resulting clusters from 
Posse's peeling sJgorithm. This is because our algorithm doesn't peel the MST edges in 
the descending order of edge weights cis Posse's. Thus to show the result of clustering 
from peeling only before pruning, we need a different algorithm for traversing nodes 
following MST and labeling them according to whether each MST edge heis been peeled 
or not. The algorithm for this is explained in APPENDIX. Other MST traversing 
method was proposed by Friedman and Rafsky(1979). This is for ranking multivariate 
data points using MST. In this algorithm, the node with the largest eccentricity is 
designated as the root. The eccentricity of a node in a tree is the number of edges in a 
path with the largest length beginning with that node {length of a path is the nimiber 
of edges in it). Each node is cissociated with its depths which is defined as the length of 
the path between it and the root). The height of the MST is defined as the maodmum 
depth of any node in it. The nodes are then visited cind ranked in a height directed 
pre-order^HDP) traversal of the tree. This traversal is defined recursively as follows, 
(i) visit the root 
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(ii) traverse in ascending order of height of the subtrees rooted at the daughters of the 
root. (The daughters of a node zure those nodes that are not its parent but are linked to 
it. The parent of a given node is the penultimate node encountered on the path from 
the root to the given node.) (Friedman and Rafsky, 1979) 
4.4 Initial Partitioning: Pruning 
4.4.1 Posse's Algorithm 
Posse(1998) developed the algorithm for grouping the nodes into many small parti­
tions that are roughly same sized. His aigorithm for traversing the points and partition­
ing them is simply following the A array from the output of Prim's minimal spanning 
tree construction (Prim, 1957). If we construct the minimal spanning tree of data with 
size n, this algorithm produces an array of size n-1, such that its i-th element is the 
number of the node(observation) which is connected to the i-th observation in the min­
imal spanning tree. Thus if we start at i=l and repeat the following steps until all the 
nodes are traversed. 
Stepl; j i 
Step2: If A(j) is not a dead end, then j ^ A(j); repeat Step2 
else if i f- i-|-l; goto Stepl 
Following these steps, the nodes are visited and partitioned until the size of current 
component gets bigger than pre-determined limit. If the size becomes larger than this, 
a new component is created and the following nodes are partitioned into this new com­
ponent. Also in the case that the edge (j,A(j)) hjis been peeled, a new component is 
created. Since MST consists of n-1 edges jmd thereby A array has n-1 elements, we must 
have a dead end. For instemce if A array for a data of size 100 has 99 elements from A(l) 
to A(99), we would meet a dead end at k such that A(i) equals to 100. Whenever this 
happens, his adgorithm would go back to the next observation from the original i; while 
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doing so, it should pass through maay already visited nodes. Also Posse's eilgorithm 
tends strongly to assign the nodes which are connected with MST edges, in the sequen­
tial order. For any node j with a degTee(the number of nodes incident on it) bigger than 
one, the edge in MST connecting j zind A(j) is just one of edges which are incident to 
this node j. Thus, if we group j and the nodes in the above traverse order sequentially 
we may assign the other node, say k, incident to j into different partition from j, even 
when the length of the path between nodes j eind k is just 1 while the nodes with lengths 
larger than 1 eire partitioned to same partition component as j. This can cause a bigger 
problem when the data has a smcJl core in the middle and sparse density in other areas. 
Let's suppose any node j in the core of data like this has large degrees, that is, there are 
many nodes with small lengths incident to this node j and most of the weights of edges 
between the node j and these nodes would be short. But, all these nodes except one have 
the risk of being assigned to a different partition component from the node j. This can 
be more dajigerous when we peirtition the nodes into large components. On the contrary 
since his peeling algorithm disconnects the edges with globally large weights, the nodes 
in a same large and sparse cluster may be assigned to different pjirtition components or 
the component of only the node itself. This may cause a smaller problem than the above 
one, since the peirtition components with each point themselves are to be clustered more 
accurately in the real clustering process. But in this case we lose the opportunity to 
save computational requirements. 
4.4.2 Our Algorithm 
We suggest a different pruning algorithm from Posse's. This algorithm follows MST 
edges similarly to Posse's algorithm. But while his algorithm visits the nodes simply 
following A array (i—)-A(i) starting from i=l), in our algorithm all the nodes incident 
to the current node eire visited and partitioned first in ascending order of the weight 
of the edge connecting the two nodes. Unless the edge between the current node and 
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the incident node has been peeled previously in the peeling stage, the incident node is 
assigned to same partitioa as the current node as long as the size of partition component 
is smaller than pre-determined maximum size. If the size of partition component becomes 
larger than the limit, a new component is created and the next incident nodes are 
assigned to this partition. The nodes visited and partitioned are stored in a separate 
array (S array in next page) in the order of visits. After all the incident nodes have been 
visited and partitioned, the algorithm looks for the most recently stored node in this 
array among those which have any other unvisited incident nodes. This node becomes 
new "current node" and the partitioning steps above are repeated with this. For running 
this algorithm, we need the following arrays in addition to A axray: 
F(i) = 0 if the edge (i,A(i)) has been peeled [a] F array : (1 < » < " — 1) 
= 1 otherwise 
This is produced from peeling stage. 
[b] D array : D(i) = the degree of node i, i.e. the number of nodes incident to i 
(1 < i < n) 
[c] TD array : TD(ij)=the node which is incident to i and j-th closest among such 
nodes. For example, if node 3 has 2 incident nodes, 5 and 7 in MST and node 5 is 
closer to node 3 than node 7 is, TD(3,1)=5 and TD(3,2)=7 (D(3)=2). (1 < i < n, 
1 < i < D{i) for each i) 
[e] S array : S(lc)= the k-th visited and labeled node { 1  <  k  <  n ) .  
Starting from i=l and k=l, our pnming algorithm proceeds as follows; 
Stepl : The node i with D(i)=J, say,is visited and labeled as k (that is , partitioned into 
component k) (The J nodes incident to node i {TDij, I < j < J) are in ascending 
order of their weights from the node i). 
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Step2 : Visit the nodes from TDn to TDu and partition them into the same component to 
which the node i belongs, unless the edge is peeled or the component size becomes 
larger than maximum, similarly as in Posse's algorithm. The nodes visited are 
saved in S array. 
Step3 : The latest node in S array which has unvisited incident nodes becomes new current 
i. 
Step4 : Go to Step2. 
The flow chart for these steps is found in APPENDIX. 
4.4.3 Comparison Between Two Pruning Methods 
The comparison of above two pruning algorithms is explained more clearly in Table 
4.4, 4.5 and Figure 4.1. These are extracted from the MST of 2-D projection of sphered 
flea-beetle data (see Section 6.2) and corresponding arrays in Section 4.4.2. Table 4.4 
includes the parts of TD, A and S array describing the MST in Figure 4.1. The first 
partition component is created using each Posse's algorithm and our algorithm with 
maximum size as 4. Posse's pruning traverses the nodes of MST in the order of 1, 8, 
15 and 21, and these 4 nodes make one component of size 4. Our pruning algorithm 
visits the nodes in the order of 1, 3, S and 13, and one component is created with these 4 
nodes. After that, the next i should be 13 from S array, since it has an unvisited incident 
node(19) and ha^ been stored more recently than node 8, which also has an unvisited 
incident node(15). From Figure 4.1, we notice that the shape of Posse's first component 
is long while the shape of ours is rounder. 
Figure 4.2 is showing the result of peeling step for 2-D projection of sphered flea 
beetle data found by the projection pursuit algorithm in Section 5.4. Three different 
glyphs(filled circle, open rectangle and open circle) represent three different clusters 
where each data points actually belong. Since this data set is smaJl, the suggested 
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Table 4.4 TD and A arrays for our pruning algorithms: 2-D projection of 
flea-beetle data 
i TD(iJ) A(i) 
1 3 8 13 8 
2 15 9 15 
3 1 1 
4 7 5 7 
5 4 11 21 4 
6 10 17 24 10 
7 4 20 17 17 
8 15 1 15 
9 2 12 2 
10 16 6 16 
11 5 5 
12 18 9 9 
13 19 1 1 
14 18 
15 21 8 2 21 
16 10 74 74 
17 7 6 6 
18 12 14 12 
19 13 13 
20 n 1 7 
21 15 5 5 
Table 4.5 TD and A zirrays for our pruning algorithms: 2-D projection of 
flea-beetle data 
k 1 2 3 4 5 
S(k) 1 3 8 13 19 
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Posse's 
Ours 
Figure 4.1 Two different first partition components from Posse's and our 
algorithms 
values for the neighborhood size and factor of 3 and 2 are too large. We used the size 
of neighborhood and the value of factor cis 2 and 1.5 respectively. As the result of 
the peeling step, two edges which are connecting (24,6) and (46,54), were disconnected. 
Peeling step separated the clusters of filled circle and open rectangle, but failed to do 
so with the clusters of open rectangle and open circle. The value of factor for the edge 
(16,74) which is connecting these two clusters is 1.45, close to 1.5. If these two nodes, 16 
and 74, are grouped into same partition in pruning step, one of them should be clustered 
incorrectly in real cluster analysis. If they are assigned into different partitions, they 
will have another chance to be clustered correctly. The peeled edge (46,54) which is not 
separating real clusters won't cause any harm in real cluster analysis, though it won't 
help it either. It groups the two nodes 46 and 54 into different partitions, but both of 
the partitions will be reconsidered in real cluster analysis. 
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 are showing the results of two partitioning algorithms, 
Posse's and ours. Table (4.6) is about the distribution of sizes of partition components 
in two results. We notice that Posse's algorithm produces more singleton partitions than 
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Figure 4.2 Result of peeling for 2-D projection of flea-beetle data 
ours. Also, it tends to produce linear shape partitions while ours produces rounder ones. 
Considering that the pruning hais been performed after the peeling step and the aim of 
pruning is to group close points together after iinconvincing points have been isolated, 
the production of too many singleton psirtitions is undesirable. Also, the points in a 
lineajly shaped partition component tend to be fzurther apart from each other than the 
points in a rounder shaped one, if they are of the same size. For the two partitions which 
contains node 56 in both methods, the maximum distances between any point pairs in 
the partition are 0.551734( node 44 and node 48) for Posse's and 0.29746(node 71 and 
node 48). 
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Table 4.6 Comparison of distributions of size of partitions between Posse's 
and our pruning aigorithms 
Size of Partition Total 
Number of 
Partitions 
1 2 3 4 
Ours 10 1 2 14 27 
Posse's 25 7 4 6 42 
Figure 4.3 Partitioning for flea-Beetle data using Posse's aJgorithm 
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Figure 4.4 Partitioning for flea-beetle data using our algorithm 
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5 DIMENSION REDUCTION USING PROJECTION 
PURSUIT 
5.1 Holes Index 
Projection pursuit indices axe measures of tlie departure from normality of the pro­
jected data by a result by Diaconis and Freedman(1984). Generally, this involves es­
timating the density of the projected data, which is often done using kernel density 
estimation. This produces indices which are slow to compute, hence they are ill-suited 
to interactive situations (Klinke and Cook(1995) explain how to reduce the computa­
tional time by using binning in the kernel density estimation). An alternative approach is 
to use a function expansion to approximate the density, and then estimate the integral 
of the result using a sample mean. Examples of this approach are the Legendre in-
dex(Friedmaii, 1987), Hermite index(Hall, 1989), and the Natural Hermite index(Cook, 
Buja, and Cabrera, 1993). While proposing the Natural Hermite Index Cook et al(1993) 
found that separating off the low order terms in the function expcinsion provided indices 
that were honed to find particular types of structured projections. One such index is 
called the Holes index, which targets projections with an absence of data points in the 
center. It is computed from the negative square root of a first order Hermite index, that 
is, from the Hermite index where the series was truncated at the first term : 
I Holes — (flo (5.1) 
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where 
ao = ao{F) 
+ Xj^)dF(X), 
(5.2) 
where X = (Xi, • •• ,Xd)^., <i>d = d-dimensional standard normal density, and F(X) € 
T = {F(X) : Ff(X) = 0(/, Vf'(X) = = (0, •• • ,0)^, Ii=d-dimensional identity 
matrix. 
Also 
6o = [ Jd{X)dM^) jRi 
= (2\/iT0 
The coefficient oo is estimated using the method of moments as 
d 
ao = (2;r) i . /) ,  
^7=1 
where sample x = 
f \ 
X n  x i d  
X21 X2d 
^ni ' ' ' ^nd V '  nxd 
Thus the estimate for d-dimensional Holes index In (5.1) is 
TexpC-i '  
n 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
«=1 
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5.2 Theoretical Maximum and Minimum 
For each dimension, the Holes index has its theoretical maximum ajad miuimum 
values. Cook, Buja and Cabrera(1993) showed that for a 1-dimensional case, ao has its 
minimum and maximum as {0.5 :i = l (5.7) 0.5 :i = -l 
and 
1 : z = 0 
m^oo = (27r)~2, where f { x )  =  (5.8) 
0 : o,w. 
Here !F is the weak closure of T in (4.2) (Cook, Buja and Cabrera(1993)). Thus, the 
1-dimensional max Ifioiei and min IhoUs are 
= -minao + 6o = -(27r)~'^^exp(-l/2) + (2v/if)"\ 
r 
= -majcao + 60 =  -(27?)"^^^ +  [2y/T:)~\ 
r 
We generalize this to any d-dimensioned projection by conjecturing that the maocimum 
value is achieved by the distribution which place equal mass at the vertices of a d-
dimensional cube with comers at (-1,1) in each dimension: 
max4„^„ = -(27r)-? exp(-^) -t- (47r)-^ (5.9) 
since J2i=i This niciximum is <dso achieved by the uniform distribution on a 
d-dimensional sphere with radius y/d. The minimvun value for d-dimension is achieved 
by the distribution of point meiss at Oj = (0,0, • • •, 0)^: 
min = -(27r)-2 -|- (47r)"2. (5.10) 
Table 5.1 shows the above maximtmi and minimum values of Holes index for each 
dimension from 1 to up to 10. 
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Table 5.1 Maximum and minimum Holes index values using (5.9) and (5.10) 
d max Holes min Holes 
1 0.04012407 -0.1168475 
2 0.02102764 -0.0795775 
3 0.00828104 -0.0410453 
4 0.00290449 -0.0189977 
5 0.00095689 -0.0083189 
6 0.00030322 -0.0035275 
7 0.00009359 -0.0014662 
8 0.00002835 -0.0006016 
9 0.00000847 -0.0002447 
10 0.00000259 -0.0000989 
5.3 Deciding Best Projection Dimension 
We propose two possible mezisurements, Mi and Mj, of structures in projection using 
the results in (5.9) and (5.10), where 
^Holes ^Holea 
1 ~ Td ' •'^2 — 75 :—Jj max max - mm 
These two measures are motivated by the scree plot of PC A and in multiple regression. 
To assess and compare the appropriateness of above two measurements, we generate 
three different 6-dimeiisional data sets. 
50 observations from AfiOe, le) 
Datal: 
50 observations from A/'((5,0,0,0,0,0)^, Ig) 
50 observations from A/'(06, le) 
Data2: 50 observations from A/'((5,0,0,0,0,0)'', le) 
T 50 observations from A/'(( |, 0,0,0,0) , le) 
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Yaj J 
Vai 1 
vai;; 
Figure 5.1 Plot of cluster means of datal in 3-D subspace 
50 observations from ^(Oejle) 
50 observations from ^((5,0,0,0,0,0)^,16) 
Data3: ^ 
50 observations from A/'((|, 0,0,0,0) , le) 
50 observations from ^((|, |v^, ^ \/|' 
Datal hcis two 6-D normal clusters of which mean vectors axe apart from each other 
by 5 in 1-D subspace. Data2 has three 6-D normal clusters of which mean vectors are 
apart from each other by 5 in 2-D subspace(i.e. three mean points make an equilateral 
triangle). Data3 has four 6-D clusters of which mean vectors are apart from each other by 
5 in 3-D subspace(i.e. four mean points make a regular tetrahedron). Above coordinate 
values of means have been calculated so that all the means are apart from each other 
by 5 starting the first mean at Oe = (0,0, • • •, 0)^. Figure 5, Figure 5 and Figure 5 show 
the mean points embedded in 3-D space. 
For Datal, the best projection dimension should be 1-D, because most structure is 
only in 1-D. For Data2 and Data3, the best projection dimensions should be 2-D and 
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Vd j  1  
Yai J 
Vai 1 
Figure 5.2 Plot of cluster means of data2 in 3-D subspace 
o 
Vai 
Vdj 1 
Ydi 2 
Figxire 5.3 Plot of cluster means of dataS in 3-D subspace 
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3-D, respectively. Thus, good structure mecisurement tools should be able to pick 1-D 
for Datal, 2-D for Data2, and 3-D for Data3. Now, we compare how differently Mi and 
M2 in (5.11) select the best projection dimension. The value of max///'' for each d was 
computed. 
Table 5.2, Table 5.3, and Table 5.4 show the Holes index vaiues of the best projections 
found by our optimization algorithm(see Section 4.4) and the values of two measures 
Ml and M^, and the theoretical maxima. 
Figure 5.4 shows the plot of Mi and M2 versus dimension for each data sets. We 
notice that Mi reaches maximum at 1-D for Datal and 2-D for Data2, which match the 
ideals. For Data3, where the real best projection dimension is 3-D, the values of Mi at 
1 to 3-D are simil«ir. As for Ma, the value generally increases as dimension increases. 
But for Datal, it has larger value at 1-D than 2-D. For Data2, the slope from the M2 
value at 1-D to 2-D is bigger thzin that from 2-D to 3-D. For Datei3, two slopes are close 
to each other. From this we notice that these two mecisurements, especially Mi can be 
used in selecting the best projection dimension, though the interpretation of plot should 
be examined more. 
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Table 5.2 Datal : Holes index values for best projections, relative structure 
amount 
d max/^ Ml Mi 
1 0.040124 0.026780 0.6674381 0.9149926 
2 0.021028 0.010877 0.5172992 0.8991099 
3 0.008281 0.004489 0.5420801 0.9231230 
4 0.002905 0.001397 0.4809742 0.9311711 
5 0.000957 0.000393 0.4108134 0.9392198 
Table 5.3 Data2 : Holes index values for best projections, relative structure 
amount 
d max Iff Ml Mi 
1 0.040124 0.016108 0.4014621 0.8470056 
2 0.021028 0.009595 0.4562859 0.8863574 
3 0.008281 0.003482 0.4204282 0.9026997 
4 0.002905 0.001187 0.4085054 0.9215609 
5 0.000957 0.000297 0.3107588 0.9288982 
Table 5.4 Data,3 : Holes index values for best projections, relative structure 
amount 
d TTOXlff Ml Mi 
1 0.040124 0.018806 0.4687077 0.8641945 
2 0.021028 0.009480 0.4508463 0.8852205 
3 0.008281 0.003732 0.4506325 0.9077705 
4 0.002905 0.001241 0.4271771 0.9240369 
5 0.000957 0.000362 0.3783314 0.9358689 
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Figure 5.4 Plots of Mi and A/j versus dimension for each data 
5.4 Optimization Algorithm 
The algorithm for maximizing projection index consists of global random search and 
local optimization. First, the algorithm generates a set of solutions randomly. Next, at 
each solution, the local majcimization step improves the index as much eis possible. This 
step searches the neighborhood of current solution. The tangent of "squint angle" (Tukey 
and Tukey, 1981; Huber, 1990) is recommended as the initial size of this neighborhood. 
Squint angle is such that an interesting structure is recognizable only if the projection 
direction is within this angle from the ideal direction (Huber, 1990). The improved 
solutions are compared to produce a global optimimi projection matrix. The cilgorithm 
for 2-D projection is presented as follows by Posse(1995). 
(i) Global Search : generate two random candidates (oi,^), (^i,^), within a neigh­
borhood of current solutions(Q, : 
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_ a - cu _ §_ — {bj0)bi 
QL + cuJ. _ 0 — (ai^^)ai 
— oj 
where c is the size of the neighborhood visited around the current solution and u* is a 
randomly generated unit vector uniformly distributed on the p-sphere. 
That is, only aj and hi are randomly generated within the neighborhood of (a,|5) 
and £2 and 62 simply Gram-Schmidted vectors from each. 
(ii) Local Optimization : optimize the index. 
Step I: Use a constant vaJue for c and generate two candidates as in (i). The current 
solution moves to the one eimong the two candidates which improves the index 
vaiue more. 
Step 2: If both candidates continue to fail to increase the index within a specified number 
of trials, the value of c is hedved. 
• If c falls behind a pre-defined value, the optimization is stopped. 
Posse's application of Huber's method is restricted to a two dimensional projection. 
We extend it to arbitrary projection dimension(p). The globaJ search step above is 
extended to p>-dimension as follows. 
(^15 Q21 •• -lOp) '• current best projection 
(i)-l Generate one candidate (ox, Oj, • • •, Op) from (a^, aj, ... ,^) 
+ CW Q^ + CU QLp + CUj (5.12) 
i i s i+Hr 11^ + cwll' \hp + cwll 
(i)-2 Gram-Schmidt above. 
For each 1 < i < p. 
(5.13) 
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(i)-3 Generate second candidate (61,62,••• ,6-) from (qi, Qjj - lOp) 
Qi — cu; a2~cui . QLI, — cu ki = Tf^ =ir,^ = =i|, • • • =7r, (5.14) 
WOLl - cu\\ 11^ - cw\\ ^ 11^ - cu\\ 
(i)-4 Gram-sciimidt above. 
For each I < j < p, 
(ii) Local Optimization : same eis Posse's 2-D case. 
5.5 Optimum Parameter Values 
The optimization aJgorithm needs three pajameters: m, the number of initial so­
lutions; half, the speed of the neighborhood shrinking, that is, the number of rajidom 
generations at each cajadidate; c, the size of the neighborhood visited surrounding cur­
rent candidate. As described in the previous section, the tangeat of squint angle 80 
degree w5.67 is recommended as the initial veilue of c. Table 5.5 is showing the Holes 
index values for 3-D projections found by optimization eJgorithm for sphered 9-D cube 
data at different combinations of m and halfmth. c=5.67 fixed. 9-D cube data consists 
of 512 vertexes of a 9 dimensional cube (Section 2.5.1). We notice that the Holes index 
value does not always increase as m zind half increase, unlike the expectations. The 
index for 200 initied solutions and 30 rzindom generation at each solution is the largest. 
Thus we notice that to increase values for these paxameters does not always lead to 
better projections. Instead of increasing the number of candidates or iterations, the 
gradient-based method could be added to search for a more accurate projection at each 
candidate locally. 
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Table 5.5 Holes index for different parajneter values 
half 
m 30 40 50 Average 
lOO 0.0159454 0.0152434 0.0159803 0.0157230 
200 0.0168854 0.0170266 0.0161503 0.0166874 
300 0.0173011 0.0159317 0.0165020 0.0165782 
400 0.0166309 0.0162940 0.0164927 0.0164725 
Average 0.0166907 0.0161239 0.0162813 0.0163653 
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6 EXAMPLES 
6.1 Projection Pursuit and Principal Component Analysis: 9-D 
Cube Data 
As briefly described in Section 2.5.1, if we look at the random projections of this data, 
they are approximately normal mostly. But since every marginal distribution of this data 
has two clear clusters (0 and 1), the global optimum projections for 1-D and 2-D should 
be the projection on two distinct points on aline, and the projection on the 4 vertices of 
a rectangle respectively. Principal component analysis(PC.'\) should not be able to find 
these since the covariance matrix is already diagonal and its eigenvalues are all identical. 
Thus, PC.\ would pick random projections for all 9 principal components(PCs). We run 
our PP algorithm on these 9 PCs, that is sphered data. Figure 6.1 shows the histograms 
of 1-D projection of sphered data found by our projection pursuit(PP) algorithm, 1st PC 
and 5th PC. The order of PCs doesn't have any meaning since they are picked randomly. 
5th PC happened to be generated closest to optimum 1-D projection(two points on a 
line) among the 9 PCs. The 1-D projection optimized by our PP algorithm found the 
structure most clearly among these three 1-D reduction. 
2-D projection found by PP optimization in Figure 6.2 captures the structure of 4 
vertexes of the rectangle though the projected points are scattered around the vertexes. 
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Figure 6.1 Histograms of 1-D projection by PP, 1st PC and 5th PC 
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Figure 6.2 2-D Projection by PP optimization 
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6.2 Projection Pursuit Algorithm and Relative Structure Mea­
surement: Flea Beetle Data 
We reduced the dimension of data from 6 to all five(l-D,- • -,5-0) lower dimensions 
using our optimization algorithm. The raw data was sphered before projection pursuit. 
Table 6.1 shows the Holes index for each of the projections found and the ratio of them 
to theoretical maximum in Section 5.2. The computed value of M\ in (5.11) decreases as 
the dimension of projection found increases. To show the clusters which are preserved 
in the projection found by algorithm more clearly, we select 2-D projection which is 
Jd ^ 
the second largest of in Table 6.1. Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 are showing two-
dimensional projections found by optimization algorithm and 2-D guided tour each with 
colors representing real species. Three clusters are clear in both figures. 
Table 6.1 Ratio of holes index values for projections to theoretical maxi­
mum 
heightd ifi max 
id 
max lu" 
1 0.027329 0.0401241 0.68111 
2 0.012681 0.0210176 0.60335 
3 0.004858 0.0082810 0.58664 
4 0.001642 0.0029045 0.56533 
5 0.000464 0.0009569 0.48490 
6.3 Initial Partitioning Algorithm and Hierarchical Model-Based 
Cluster Analysis : Satellite Image Data 
6.3.1 HMCLUST without Initial Partition 
Hierarchical model-based cluster analysis(HMCLUST) was performed for the sphered 
data set without the initial partition given. Table 6.2 shows the cross-tabulation of true 
clcissification and the clusters found by HMCLUST without initial partition. 
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Figure 6.3 Two dimensional projection found by algorithm 
Figure 6.4 Two dimensional projectioa found by guided tour 
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Table 6.2 True and MCLUST classification for sphered data without parti­
tion 
MCLUST 
True 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 914 1 27 120 0 10 
2 12 433 16 6 9 3 
3 55 0 884 17 4 1 
4 10 0 309 33 34 29 
5 35 44 40 56 157 138 
7 0 0 286 145 131 476 
The percentage of correct clustering by HMCLUST without initial partition is 65.32%(^||). 
Total CPU time was 720 seconds. 
6.3.2 HMCLUST with Initial Partition 
Table 6.4 is the result of correct classification and clusters found by HMCLUST 
for the data with the initizd partition given. The initial partition was obtained by the 
peeling ajid pruning steps with the parameter vtilues in Section 4.4.2. The value for 
"factor" ia peeling stage was 1.5. The size of neighborhood used was 3. That is, the 
edges which are longer than the average edge weight within 3 step neighborhood by 
1.5 times standard deviation of those edges have been peeled. After peeling process, 68 
edges (1.53% of total 4434 edges) were disconnected. The A and F arrays (Section 4.4.2) 
from this peeling stage were taken as input in following pruning process. The total CPU 
time for initial partitioning was 228 seconds including 15 seconds for MST construction 
and 213 for peeling and pruning. The size limit of partition component used in the 
algorithm was 4. The niunber of partitions from prtming was 1904. The distribution of 
size of pajtition components is £is follows. 
The average size of partitions is 2.33 (ffH). Total running time was 145 seconds and 
the rate of correct classification is 68.72%. 
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Table 6.3 Number of partitions for different partition sizes 
Ptirtition Number of 
Size Partitions 
1 913 
2 170 
3 102 
4 719 
Table 6.4 True and MCLUST classification for sphered data with initial 
partition 
MCLUST 
True 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 980 0 16 9 9 58 
2 1 377 1 3 84 13 
3 3 0 679 212 6 61 
4 3 0 86 46 44 236 
5 25 0 0 8 345 92 
7 0 0 24 28 332 654 
6.3.3 Comparison of Two Results 
Surprisingly, the initial partition was shown to improve the clustering. The follow­
ing Table 6.5 combines the comparisons between the program running and results of 
HMCLUST without initial partition and with initial partition. Table 6.6 shows the 
comparison of the classification correctness between HMCLUST with initizd partition 
cind HMCLUST without initied partition for each size of partitions where each data 
point belongs to. 
Figure 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 show the real clusters, clusters found by HMCLUST with 
pzu-tition and clusters found by HMCLUST without partition, respectively. The colors 
represent the following real clusters which each data point belong to. 
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Figure 6.5 OriginaJ clusters: Original colors axe available in book form only. 
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Figtire 6.6 Clusters found by HMCLUST with initial partition: Original 
colors aje available in book form only. 
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Table 6.5 Comparisons between HMCLUST running and results without 
and with initial partition 
without Initial Partition with Initial Partition 
Number of cases 
(at the beginning stage) 
4435 observations 1904 partitions 
CPU Time (sec.) 720 373 
145 (HMCLUST) 
15 (MST) 
213 (peel+prune) 
Correct classification (%) 65.32 68.72 
Table 6.6 Correct and incorrect claissification with initial partition and 
without initial partition for points corresponding to partition 
components with different sizes 
with partition w/o partition 
Correct Incorrect Correct Incorrect 
1 641 272 649 264 913 
2 218 122 207 133 340 
3 199 107 168 138 306 
4 2023 853 1873 1003 2876 
Table 6.7 Cluster descriptions and colors in Figure 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 
Cluster nimiber cluster description color 
1 Red Soil Red 
2 Cotton Crop Green 
3 Grey Soil Yellow 
4 Damp Grey Soil Sky Blue 
5 Soil with Vegetation Stubbie Orchid 
7 Very Damp Grey Soil Peru 
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Figure 6.7 Clusters found by HMCLUST without initial partition: Origineil 
colors axe available in book form only. 
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7 DISCUSSION 
Grand tour of the JAVA visualization software introduced here would give the in­
dications of cluster structures before trying cluster eintilysis for small sized data sets. 
(Currently the software cannot be run for large data.) It would help us to understand 
initial partitioning algorithms addressed in this thesis. Linked brushing of specific MST 
edges between the edge weight graph window and the grand tour window of the software 
can show how the edges which have been designated as those to be peeled are connecting 
certain clusters and thereby help to Vcilidate the peeling step. Also grcind tour would 
help us to determine which types of variemce matrices we should give as the option for 
HMCLUST by giving the indications of the shape of each cluster of the (sphered and 
projected) data. 
The major objectives of peeling in the initial partitioning process axe to separate 
well-separated clusters and to disconnect outliers from the clusters (Posse, 1998). The 
criterion of "inconsistency" for choosing the edges to be peeled has been suggested 
mostly in terms of clusters separation in this thesis. However, it may be able to be 
used for detecting local outliers. Further research about detecting local outliers with the 
exploratory method woiUd be worthwhile. How to discriminate the data points which 
are from a large sparse cluster from the outliers correctly should be the main point to 
be considered in this research. 
The projection pursuit algorithm proposed in Section 5.4 tries to find the global 
mziximimi of the projection index in a complete random manner while avoiding many 
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local maxima, but it is failing to produce accurate solutions. As discussed in Section 
2.4.2, complete gradient-based projection pursuit has problems such £is low speed and 
too many local optima, but it would give the precise best projection if the search is 
performed near the true optimum. The combination between random global search 
and gradient-ba^ed method would make a better optimization algorithm. For instance, 
to find the rough global optimum by the the random globed algorithm axe to improve 
projection index by gradient-ba^ed starting from the global optimum can be an example 
of this combination. Other ways to combine both for locating globed and precise best 
projection need to be devised. 
We have proposed ways of solving several problems in clustering large data. As the 
methods suggested in this research, the possible steps for clustering large data with 
many cases and vajiables would be to eliminate the influence of nuisance variables, the 
best lower dimensional projection which preserves the cluster structure in original data 
is found by the projection pursuit algorithm in Section 5.4. The original data should 
be sphered before projection pursuit. The best lower dimensional projection of sphered 
data is partitioned into a set of many small classifications using the peeling and pruning 
algorithm using the minimal spanning tree constructed from the projection. 
This projection and the identifying labels of partitions for each observation become 
the input for hierarchical model beised clustering(HMCLUST) instead of singleton clus­
ters so that HMCLUST can be run more eflBciently. Though HMCLUST is known to 
have lower speed than distance-based hierarchical agglomerative clustering methods such 
eis single linkage or complete linkage, the speeds of these methods are also quadratic in 
the number of cases. Starting these methods from the initial set of partitions of large 
data would also make clustering faster than starting from singleton clusters. 
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APPENDIX A TECHNICAL DETAILS OF 
VISUALIZATION PROGRAM 
1. Major Functions 
• 2-D Grand Tour: Prograjn starts with 2-D grand tour of data. The user 
should cinswer whether the data should be standardized or not before starting 
the program. If the user's answer is yes, the program stajidardizes the data 
and uses for grand tour. (Grand Tour : Section 2.2.2) 
• Minimal Spanning Tree: On pushing button("Draw MST") in the bottom 
1, MST is constructed in entire space and its edges are added in grand tour 
window. User can choose either to construct MST with data points or to read 
MST edges connection from input file. Program recognizes the MST file by 
filename extension( datafilename.iast). 
• MST Edge Weight Graph: When MST is constructed, the graph of its or­
dered edge weights is drawn on the second popped-up window. Y-axis of the 
graph represents the edge weight. Points in this graph are linked with the 
corresponding edges in grand tour window. 
• Peeling MST Edges: Peeling caji be done in two ways, either (i) brush points 
in MST edge weight graph and peel the corresponding edges in the grand 
tour window automaticiJly or (ii) scroll the bar at the bottom of edge weight 
graph window and peel the corresponding percentage of longest edges in the 
grauid tour window. 
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• Paxtitioning: The cluster assignment of each data points, from peeling edges 
can be done by pushing the button("Make Partition"). The program auto­
matically produce A and F array and groups the data points from these with 
algorithm in Section 4.4. Also, the program czin read the peeling information 
from the input file and group the points from this. 
3. Tools 
• Linking: With two windows linking, the MST edges in the grand tour window 
which correspond to brushed points in the edge weight graph window are 
automatically faded. 
• Coloring Partitions: User can color the points differently according to their 
group assignments by pushing the but ton ("Color Partition"). 
• Suspend: User can pause the grand tour running or resume it with the "Sus­
pend/Resume" button. 
3. Input/Output Files 
• Input: datcifile("<fa^ayi/e"), A array in MST(Section A.3){^datafile.mst^) 
• Output: F array from peeling("(fa<a^/e.aP), group assignments("da<ayi/e.class") 
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APPENDIX B ALGORITHM FOR GROUPING FROM 
PEELING RESULT (SECTION 4.3) 
INPUT: 1-D arrays A., F, D ; 2-D array TD 
OUTPUT: 1-D eirray Label 
WORKSPACE: I-D arrays C, S 
Set Label(i) <— 0, i=I,---,n 
Set C(i)=D(i), 
—1, k<—1, Label(i)^—k 
Repeat 
While j < D(i) 
If Label(TD(iJ)) ^ 0 
C(i)^C(i)-l 
Else 
If (edge(i,TD(i j) is peeled) k<—k+1 
Label(TD(ij))-f-k 
Stack TD(ij) into S 
C(i)<-C(i)-1 
If D(TD(ij))=l C(TD(ij))=C(TD(ij))-l; jH+1 
Else i'e-TD(i j); 
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End If 
End While 
For m=current size of S to m=l by -1 
If C(S(in)) > 1 
i<—S(ni); Break; 
End If 
End For 
If current size of S =n Break; 
j^D(i)-C(i)+l 
End Repeat 
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APPENDIX C PRUNING ALGORITHM(SECTION 4.4.2) 
INPUT: 1-D arrays A, F, D ; 2-D array TD; constant SIZE 
OUTPUT: 1-D arrays Label, Size ; nc (number of components) 
WORKSPACE: 1-D array S 
Set Label(i) 0,i=l,- --in; nc<— 0 
—1, —0 
Create a new component: 
nc<—nc-t-1 
5 Label(i)<—nc; Size(nc) f-1 
For j=l to D(i) 
If Label(TD(iJ))=0 then 
if (edge(i,TD(ij) is peeled or Size(nc) > SIZE) 
nc<—ac-l-1 
endif 
Label(TD(ij))^nc ; Size(nc)<—Size(nc)-t-l 
End if 
End for 
Move to the next node: 
If A(i) is only node among TD(ij) s.t. node(A(i)) > 1 among TD(ij) (1 < j < node( 
i^ A(i); go to 5 
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Else if 
—k+lj S(k)<—i 
i ^ TD(i,j*), j' = minj{iiode(TD(ij)) > 1} 
goto 5 
Else (that is, node(TD(ij))=l for all 1 < j < node(i)) 
Go to the most recently saved node which have unvisited incident nodes: 
If k=0 then Stop; 
i<—S(k); k <—k-1 
i^TD(node(ij") s.t. 
j" = mmj j {Label{node{TD{i, jj))) = 0 for any 1< j  <  node(TD(ij)} 
End if 
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APPENDIX D DERIVATION OF (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) 
(4.4): If V follows the Gumbel distribution with density exp(—t/ — exp(—y)), its m.g.f. 
/
oo 
exp(yt)exp(-y - exp(-y))</j/ 
•OO 
=  r ( l  — t ) ,  by  the  t r e ins fo rma t ion  e " "  =  z 
OO 
= exp(7t + 53 Snf/n), where 5„ = EaLi for n > 2 
n=2 
(Gumbel(1957)) 
| r ( i - i )  =  r ( i  -1 ) (7  +  f  s„ r - ' )  
n=2 
E ( Y )  =  | r ( i - i ) U  
= 7 
(D.L) 
^ r ( i - ( ) l  =  ^ r ( i  -  () (7  +  2  5„<"- ' )  +  r ( i - ( ) (£ ( " - i j ' S r . ' " " ' )  
n=2 n=2 
^ r ( l  -  0  =  7^  +  y ,  by  ^2  =  4  (Gunibe l (1957) )  
(D.2) 
v ( y )  =  
6 
(DA)  
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(4.8): If Y follows 2nd order Gumbel distribution with density exp(—2t/ — exp(—y)), its 
m.g.f. 
/
OO 
exp(y<)exp(-2y - e x p { - y ) ) d y  
•00 
/•o _ 
= — I z e '—dz^ by the transformation e " = s 
Joo Z 
roo 
= / z^~^e~~dz 
J o  
=  r { 2 - t )  
E ( X )  =  l r ( 2 - ( ) l . = 0  
= 7 -1 ,  by r (2 - ( )  =  ( l - i ) r ( l -0  
^ r ( 2 - 0 l ^o = +  +  T  
V { Y )  =  y - 1  
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APPENDIX E ACCOMPANYING COMPACT DISC AND 
RELEVANT INFORMATION 
The compact disk contains: JAVA programs for multivariate visualization (Chapter 
3); two test datasets (flea-beetle data, flea.dat, and particle physics data, prim7.dat)] 
fiea.dat.mst for off-line MST construction (APPENDIX A); JDKl.1.8 class packages for 
Windows including Java Virtual Machine, JREl.1.8; README for instruction. 
See README for installations and running of programs. 
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